Quarantine Regulations at Atlantis Historic Inn

Prior to Arrival
You may send through a grocery list up to 72 hours before arrival and the items will be placed in your suite prior to check-in. The first grocery order is complimentary, and any additional orders will be subject to a $20 USD delivery fee. Please remember to travel with your own thermometer as you will be required to record your daily temperatures twice a day as mandated by the Ministry of Health and Wellness.

Airport Transfer
This can be facilitated by our driver who has been trained in COVID-19 Protocols. This transfer will cost $40 USD with standard luggage for two guests and $55 USD with excess luggage one-way. The driver is required to transport travellers directly to their hotel and no intermediate stops are permitted.

Arrival at Atlantis Historic Inn
Guests will be taken directly to their suite where they will be greeted by one of our managers. Guests will be required to wear a face mask, have their hands sanitised and their temperature taken. Luggage will be sanitised before staff take it up to the suite. Check-in formalities will be conducted in the suite where guests will be reminded of the regulations in place until their second negative result is returned.

Movement on Property
Guests in quarantine are not able to move around the property. This is especially important as you will be outfitted with an electronic monitoring bracelet at the airport which will set off an alarm should you tamper with it or attempt to leave your suite. These guests must remain in their suites and are only permitted to leave in the event of an emergency or when leaving the property to have their second test administered. Meals can be ordered from the restaurant during opening hours and delivered to their suites. Meal deliveries from third parties can also be delivered to the office and these will be delivered to the suites immediately.

Housekeeping
The suite will be prepared with sufficient towels, bathroom amenities, tea and coffee for the first four days. Should a guest require additional supplies, they will be left by the door to the suite. Once a second negative test is returned, housekeeping will commence daily. Our housekeeping staff will be adorned with PPE and it is preferred that suites be vacant when housekeeping is conducting their service.
Dining
All dining will be done inside the suite until the return of a second negative test. Trays can be left outside the door when finished.

Communication with Hotel Office/Front Desk
Any queries a guest may have can be made by using the room phone located in their suite and also by e-mail to the office (enquiry@atlantishotelbarbados.com)

Arrangements for Second RT-PCR Test
We can arrange a private test done in your suite starting from $150 USD per person. This second RT-PCR test can only be done five days after the Rapid Antigen test conducted at the airport and no earlier than 120 hours after arrival into Barbados. This advice changes regularly due to the fluidity of the situation at hand. Test results normally return in 48 hours.

Thank you for choosing Atlantis Historic Inn for your holiday. Take care and stay safe

Kind Regards,
The Atlantis Historic Inn Team
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